Declaration
The participants of a meeting on 28/29 January 2012 in Munich see it as the first in a series of
international meetings which follow the campaign “Class Struggle Instead of World War”,
and aim to continue this campaign over the following years.
This year an event is planned to commemorate the anniversary of the Munich Pact of 1938 in
the building where this agreement was signed, the former Führerbau, today the building of
the Hochschule für Theater und Musik (Academy for Theatre and Music) in Munich.
Representatives from the Czech Republic, the Republic of Poland and the Federal Republic of
Germany will participate in this event.
In the following year 2013, on the 75th anniversary of the disgraceful Munich Pact, the
campaign “Class Struggle Instead of World War” plans a trail from Munich to Prague. If
possible, this shall be organized by a platform uniting groups from the Czech Republic, the
Republic of Poland and the Federal Republic of Germany.
On the 75th anniversary of the start of WWII, in 2014, the convoy “Class Struggle Instead of
World War” will start in Gdansk and move via Warsaw through the Republic of Poland. This
will be carried out by supporters from aforementioned three countries.
The participants of the meeting on 28th/29th January in Munich will tackle this multi-year
planning being aware
- that the Munich Pact of 1938 is directly linked to the German attack on Poland on 1st
September 1939,
- that today the Czech Republic and the Republic of Poland are again infiltrated
economically and politically by German Imperialism,
- that along with the continuing world-wide economic crisis, the danger of a new
world war is increasing.
The international campaign “Class Struggle Instead of World War” wants to warn the people
of the Czech Republic, the Republic of Poland and other people threatened by German
imperialism against this threat. And it intends to warn the people of Germany not to have
them sent again to a war against other people. This campaign ant it’s preparation serve
directly to improve the friendship among nations and follows the great tradition of proletarian
internationalism.
Munich, 29/01/2012
Signers:
• Club of the Czech Borders (Czech Republic)
• Communist Party of Poland
• Communist Youth Union (Czech Republic)
• Coordination Committee of the First Conference of Workers and Trade-unionists
against the state of emergency of the republic (FRG)
• Free German Youth (FRG and GDR)
• Office of the anti war campaign “The Funeral or the Heavenly Four” (FRG)
• Revolutionary Friendship Association (GDR)
• Soldiers Against War (Czech Republic)
• Workers’ League for the Reconstruction of the Communist Party of Germany (FRG)
• Youth Committee against the state of emergency of the republic (FRG)

